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Introduction

In order to graduate and to get my degree in Applied Modern Languages, the

internship abroad is a compulsory step. This internship has to be at least twelve-

week long and we have to carry it out during the last semester of our degree. This

work placement is a great opportunity to be dived in the working world, to get

professional experience, and most of all to apply all of the skills we have acquired

during the past three years. 

After  three years  studying two main languages and a third elective one,  we

should be able to speak fluently or at least being comfortable with those languages.

As  LEA  students,  we  also  have  economics,  marketing  and  law  courses  so  it  is

obvious  that  we  have  knowledge  in  those  different  fields.  Nowadays,  speaking

several languages has become really important in the business world and lots of

employers are seeking people that are able to speak at least two languages fluently.

As I am much more interested in the English language and culture, I decided

that it would be better to go in an English-speaking country to perfect my level. I

started my internship on January 13th  up to April 6th of 2014, which accounts for a

12-week period. 

This report is made up of three parts. The first one is dedicated to the search for

the  internship,  my  goals  and  objectives,  then  I'm  introducing  the  company,  its

organisation and its place on the market, and finally I'm giving an overview of my

internship.  In  the  second  part,  I'm  going  to  give  an  answer  to  the  following

question:  “How  to  become  the  number  one  multimedia  platform  and  to  get

noticed?”. To end this report, I will explain how studying Applied Modern Languages

helped me for this internship, my opinion on the Guestlist company and then how

all of this will affect my future plans. 
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 Part I. The internship

A. Finding the internship 

1. My Goals and objectives

Studying languages has always been a passion for  me since high school  and

when  it  came  to  choose  which  studies  I  wanted  to  pursue  after  passing  my

baccalaureate, I couldn't imagine doing anything except studying languages. I had

heard about Applied Modern Languages but I was afraid at first for I had studied

literature for 2 years and I knew this degree was not only about languages but also

about economics and everything that is related to it. I didn't know if LEA would suit

me, but I wanted to discover and study something new. 

Now I certainly can say that I don't regret my choice at all,  studying Applied

Modern Languages permits you to improve your language skills a lot and dives you

in the business world. When it came to finding an internship, I was not sure which

kind  of  job  I  wanted  to  discover,  I'm  very  interested  in  translation  but  also  in

marketing so it was a bit of a hard decision. 

I knew that this internship abroad was a great opportunity and that I couldn't

waste it. It took me a lot of time to really know and to be sure of what I wanted to

do later so that I could have an idea of the type of internship I wanted to do. The

only thing I was sure about is that I absolutely wanted to go to the United Kingdom

and if possible to London because I love this city and I'm fond of the British culture

and language so I have undertaken my research in this area. 
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2. Research method 

The United Kingdom is a much sought-after location for work placements and I

knew it  would be quite of  a  struggle  but I  was  really  determined.  I  started my

research process quite early during the summer but whether companies did not

answer  or  told  me  they  didn't  know  yet  if  they  could  have  a  trainee  in  their

organization because it was too early.

 It took me a long time to refine my cover letter and resume because I knew it

was the first thing an employer would judge and it has to reflect your personality

and to highlight your skills and abilities. I sent a few emails to companies located in

London, mostly to translation and marketing related companies but it was not really

successful. 

After a month or so of research, at the beginning of the month of October, I

discovered the Student Job1 website that lists many placements and student jobs

offers  in  the United Kingdom.  I  found really  interesting  offers  in  the  marketing

sector  and  I  decided  to  send  a  few  applications  to  companies  only  located  in

London.

A few days later, I received an email from the company The Guestlist Network

which I had sent an application to as a marketing and communications intern. They

asked for a Skype interview and we agreed on a date. Knowing that I had a week

left  before  my  interview,  I  did  some  more  research  about  the  company  and

prepared myself for the interview.

1 Student Job is a British website that helps young people to find placements and jobs in the 
United Kingdom
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The interview lasted a few minutes and then they sent me a questionnaire2 that

they send to all their potential trainees to see what were my motivations and to

learn a bit more about me.

Two days later, I sent them back the questionnaire and they answered me very

quickly and told me they were giving me the opportunity to do an internship in

their company. I felt relieved and really happy to have found a placement, in the

city that I coveted the most and most importantly, in a sector that really interests

me.  

3. Conclusion 

During this whole research process, I learnt to stay determined and not to give

up even if I didn't receive any positive answers during a few weeks or months. The

most important is to set yourself goals and to focus on one area or one sector that

really interests you. Writing the cover letter and the resume really early helped me

to focus on the research work in more depth. I only sent about 20 applications and I

consider  myself  lucky  to  have  found a  position  just  by  sending  this  number  of

applications. 

B. The company

1. History / Values

Guestlist  is  a  fast  growing  multimedia  network  which  comprises  of  a  monthly

newspaper, TV, online and mobile platforms. A home grown enterprise with roots

in music and their core target audience is 18-35 years old. The company is located

in central London. 

2 The questionnaire I had to fill in is in the appendices (Appendix 1) 
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       They are all about fun, positivity and the good things in life. As well as fully

comprehensive content covering all the different music genres, festivals, gigs and

event listings, the company also includes fashion, film, travel, technology, education

and interviews with prominent artists/DJ’s.

         It is a network of passionate individuals dedicated to spreading positive vibes,

making people happy and enabling everyone to do the things they love.

     Their content aims to be witty and entertaining. Guestlist was launched in March

2009  in  the  height  of  recession,  a  time  when  businesses  were  struggling

everywhere. The Guestlist Network began as a free monthly paper distributed at

tube  stations,  clubs,  bars,  universities  and  shops  across  London.  Each  month,

copies of the newspaper were distributed and an interactive website runs alongside

the  printed  paper  which  is  also  home  to  the  digital  edition.  With  two  iPhone

applications designed to make finding events even easier and a TV crew delivering

content across multiple music genres, the Guestlist Network serves as the ultimate

guide to going out and having a great time.

In March 2010, a new annual Miami issue was launched with the intention of

becoming the definitive guide to partying in the city over the spring break period.

December  2010 saw the  launch of  a  second international  edition in  Barcelona,

Spain’s party capital.

   Since then,  thanks  to the dedication and determination of  the founder,  Oshi

Okomilo, his passionate sales team, editors, talented design team and numerous

interns, the company has gone from strength to strength. They have printed one

issue in Miami, three issues in Barcelona and over 50 issues in London so far. 
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The website3 is their main tool for getting successful because nowadays people

look for events and parties on the Internet and Guestlist lists a huge number of

events going on in London and its surroundings.  The company also strives to be a

world class media organisation. They do have a lot of potential in the social media

sector and start to have more and more customers. 

Guestlist  wants  to  be  present  everywhere,  providing  a  free  quality  product,

engage their audience and improve people’s lives. They promote fun and positivity,

and they would like to be a reference point for everything of real quality and an

authority for good taste and to respond to change and developments.

 With platforms dedicated to supplying up to date information on everything

entertainment, the Guestlist Network brand represents an invaluable channel for

any organisation seeking to reach young people across the UK and the world.

Image 1: Banner made by a designer 

3 You can visit their website at http://guestlist.net.
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2. Organisation 

Guestlist is a multimedia social platform, which means it doesn't confine itself

to  one  and  only  activity.  First,  I'm  going  to  introduce  all  of  the  different

departments of the company and then go into more details for each one of them. 

One of the important sectors is the recruitment, or Human Relations. Guestlist

hires lots of interns, that's why we have to make sure someone is answering to all

the applications that we receive and to be very responsive. There is not one and

only person that does this work because doing that all  day long would be quite

boring, so when there are lots of applications waiting to be treated, a marketing

intern or operations intern deals with it. 

Design is a big part of the business, knowing that Guestlist produces a monthly

newspaper, we obviously need people designing the pages and making them look

good and attractive. But designers do not only work for the newspaper, they mostly

work to improve the look of our customers' social accounts. 

When creating a new Twitter account for instance, we, the marketing interns

ask  a  designer  to  make  a  background,  a  profile  picture  and  a  banner  for  the

account. We tell them a bit about the company, what they do, what they expect

from us, and of course what they sell. 

Designers also help to improve Guestlist's  website because we have to keep

improving its look. I also have noticed that they often make banners when one of

our customers organizes a  competition on their  Twitter  or  Facebook account  to

make someone win something. They have several rules to respect, they have to be

creative and innovative but realistic at the same time. When their designs include

text, it has to be very clear and not too muddled. 
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Image 2: Screen shot from Google Drive, rules that editors have to respect

On the screen shot above, there's an example of what designers should do and

should not do on the front cover of the newspaper. It has to be very settled, clear

and to draw people's attention. 

One of the following sectors is the one I have worked in, which is the social

media  sector.  We basically  manage  customers'  social  accounts.  Guestlist  sells  a

package to companies which includes managing all their social accounts on a daily

basis, and promising them to make their accounts grow every month and to interact

with their potential subscribers. It looks easy but this is a really meticulous work. 

When you visit the Facebook page or the Twitter account of a restaurant you've

been to or of a clothes store you really like, most of the time you can see that they

are very active but with the work they already have, they really do not have time to

be very present  on their  social  networks.  That's  where we step in.  We are  the

people that nobody sees but that feed all of these accounts so that they are not left
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behind. I will go into more details on this sector afterwards because this is the one I

have made my internship in. 

Editors are also vital to the company because it is thanks to their work that so

many videos where we interview artists have been and are uploaded to Guestlist's

YouTube channel. There are also writers, sales management people that contribute

to the development of the company and to its success. 

As this company is a multimedia platform, each sector has an important role to

play because there's not one sector that is less or more important than another

one. Guestlist is renowned for its diversity of activities and that's what makes it

different and unique. 

3. Place in the market 

As a multimedia platform, Guestlist is present in different sectors but the most

important one is the events management sector. They want to be recognised as one

of the biggest platforms for events and listings. More and more events agencies and

companies are setting up in the United Kingdom and especially in London. This is

one of the biggest cities renowned for partying and going out, and where lots and

lots of worldwide artists come to perform. 

It is obvious that this sector has increased a lot during the past few years and

keeps on growing and taking an important place in the British economy.   Even

though Guestlist doesn't properly organise events, it promotes them by using social

media platforms, its newspaper and also its YouTube channel. 

Guestlist also offers its services to companies that need help with their social

media accounts and promises them to increase their popularity rating, to get them

more followers on Twitter for example, more “likes” on Facebook etc. It looks easy
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said this way but this is a tough work because not only you need to be creative but

also to have a good level in English in order not to make misspelling. 

One of the things that makes Guestlist different from any other events/media

company is that they interview lots of artists, whether very known artists or rising

ones.  

They have a YouTube channel where they upload all  of these interviews and

some of the videos that have been posted have lots of views. Usually, to interview

an  artist  you  have  to  be  a  journalist  or  to  be  somehow  in  the  music  industry

working for a famous magazine or newspaper etc. 

Yet, Guestlist is not very known in London because it's quite recent but still, they

have managed to get some singers to be interviewed by them which is a great

thing. They are thus trying to break through in the music industry and to get their

very own place.  Related to the interviews they make,  they also hold a monthly

newspaper that they hand out in London every month when it is printed. Creating

and filling a newspaper takes a lot of time, requires good ideas, creativity and so

many other things. 

Guestlist can't fit in just one sector very well defined because they do so many

different things, yet related to each other but the events management sector would

be the one in which they would like the most to be recognised. This company has a

lot of potential, but is obviously faced to the competition. Being the number one

website or newspaper for events and listings is something really hard to achieve

and it takes years because people are used to go to the same website all the time

even though they know it's an old one, they know they can trust this website. That's

why Guestlist needs time and effort to get much more noticed by people and to be

simply renowned.
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As I said before, the events management sector is rising in the United Kingdom

and lots of companies try to be different from others but don't necessarily do as

many things as Guestlist does and that's why I think they are on the right way to get

well-known. 

C. Internship overview 

1. Tasks

As a social media marketing intern, I had several responsibilities. First of all, I

had to make sure all of the accounts we are managing are looking good. Each intern

was responsible for a few accounts and had to look after it.

 The  company  is  managing  about  60  social  accounts  of  companies  mostly

located in London or in the United Kingdom. Guestlist canvasses lots of companies

and  asks  them  if  they're  interested  in  the  package  we  offer  which  consists  in

managing  all  their  social  accounts  including  Twitter,  Facebook,  and  sometimes

Instagram. 

I wasn't responsible for canvassing companies but when the person in charge of

the cold calling made an agreement with a new customer, most of the time I had to

create a new document and account for the company. Our main work tool is Google

Drive, which is very handy because we can do so many things with it, we don't need

to pay anything to have a work platform. 

Because we are taking care of companies' social accounts, we have to feed their

accounts. The aim of a Facebook page or a Twitter account is first of all to promote

the services or products of the company. As a result, we are the ones who write

Facebook posts and tweets that are going to be published on the accounts. 
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Therefore, my major task was to write tweets and Facebook posts that were

later  going  to  be  scheduled  and  then  published  on  the  social  accounts  of  the

companies.  That's  why Google  Drive  is  a  nice  invention because we can  create

hundreds  of  documents  and  just  by  logging  in  on  the  Guestlist  Network  email

address, all the employees and trainees could have access to all of the documents

and  spreadsheets  at  the  same  time  and  could  edit  them,  and  it  was  saved

automatically. 

To write tweets and Facebook posts, you first have to learn a bit more about the

company, what kind of market it is, what they sell, what is the general atmosphere

and so on. To "sign" a contract with the company, we first have to send them one

month of messages that will appear on their social media platforms because they

have to read and check what we did, and if they agree, then the contract is signed

and every month we write messages for their social media accounts.  

Our main task is really important because we are responsible for the growth of

our customers' social accounts, and if something goes wrong, we have to find a

quick way to fix it. Writing tweets and Facebook posts looks easy at the first sight

because you think of what you would say on your own account for example but we

have rules to respect and we cannot write everything we want. We also had to

make sure we took into account the 20/80 rule. That means we need to tweet 20%

about selling, and 80% about interesting facts related to the account, what's hot,

and other information related to the company. If we write too many things about

selling, people won't pay attention to our tweets anymore. We had to keep them

entertained and to write things we think are going to interest them and to make

them interact with us.

At the beginning of my internship, the company was not managing so many

accounts, but as the weeks went by, more and more contracts were signed and the

number of accounts we had to manage was obviously growing. That's why, after a

month or so, Oshi decided to assign a few accounts to each marketing intern.
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After writing tweets and Facebook posts, I had to schedule them and to do so,

we  used  the  website  Socialoomph,  where  you  can  connect  hundreds  of  social

accounts on the same page.

 I also had to check the recruitment mailbox of Guestlist to answer to internship

applications.  Guestlist  recruits  many  interns  and  so  the  applications  are  very

abundant. Before checking the mailbox, I had to log in on different websites where

offers have been posted like Student Job, Internwise, etc. I could have access to all

of the applications, I had to go through them, read all the cover letters, check the

resumes  and  then  contact  the  people  by  email  to  offer  them  an  interview.

Depending on where they are currently living, I whether had to ask them if they

could come to our office or if a Skype interview would suit them better. 

When one of  our  customers  was organising  a  competition,  I  usually  had  to

create a competition on the website, to create a title for it, a content to explain

people what is the purpose of this competition, what prize they can win and finally

the question they have to answer. Usually, it is a multiple choice question or a very

precise question where people have to write the answer. Once the competition was

over, I went through the answers and picked someone randomly and then I sent an

email to the winner telling this person they had won the competition. 

In some competitions people could win an object or an item like headphones, a

voucher for a restaurant or any store, but sometimes the prize is much bigger, you

can win a journey or a eat free in a restaurant for a year. 

All the competitions we put online where not only on our website, sometimes,

it is directly on the Facebook page of the company we manage. Because we have

access to their Facebook account so that we can schedule posts and just manage it,

we usually uploaded a cover photo made by one of the designers where it is written

what people have to do in order to win. Most of the time, it is written “Like the
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page and share the picture to win”, just like the picture below which was made for

the Bitmore company to win pairs of MP3 earphones. 

Image 3: Cover photo for a Facebook competition

2. Routine 

I had daily tasks that I absolutely had to complete before the end of each day.

I'm going to go through all of them and to explain everything in detail for each task. 

The  first  thing  I  had  to  do when I  started  working  was  to  check  the  social

accounts I was responsible for and to see if everything was okay, if nothing went

wrong. I logged in on the different Twitter accounts and checked the mentions, if

people had reacted to something that had been posted on the account, I had to

answer them. Then, after checking the accounts, I had to go on Google Drive, to

open the Follow/Unfollow spreadsheet and then to report the numbers for each

account. 
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When you create a Twitter account, you have followers and following figures.

The people you follow are the ones you subscribe to so that you can see their posts

in your time line, and the followers are the people that subscribe to your account so

that they can see your tweets. Because we promise our customers to make their

followers numbers grow, everyday we have to report the followers and following

figures on the spreadsheet dedicated to  it so that we can notice the evolution of

each  account.  Every  Friday,  we  reported  the  same  numbers  on  a  different

spreadsheet and it calculates how many more followers you got in a week. 

Once this task was done, I usually wrote a few tweets for one or several Twitter

accounts. I had to write a a certain number of tweets, and there were predefined

subjects for a particular time of the day. So basically, what I did is that I wrote a few

tweets for just one subject, I didn't write tweets for a whole day or a whole week.

On the screen shot below, there's an example of a spreadsheet I have completed for

a Sushi restaurant for the month of April. 

Image 4: Spreadsheet for the account @TamakiSushi for the month of April. 
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After that, I used to follow people on Instagram4. Not all of the companies have

Instagram accounts but some of them do. It is very useful to have an account for a

restaurant so that we can post pictures of new dishes that have been added to the

menu, or for a technology company, it can be very nice to post pictures of new

devices so that people are informed that new things are out and it can encourage

them to try it.

To follow people on Instagram, you need a smartphone, so I usually used my

own phone. I logged in with the username and the password of the company and I

had  access  to  their  account.  From  there,  I  had  to  find  an  account  that  was

specialised in the same thing than the company I was looking after. For instance, I

was managing a company's account that sells earphones and Bluetooth speakers, so

I looked for any other company that had an Instagram account and that was selling

the same type of items. I didn't follow this account but their followers. Every two

days I had to follow approximately 50 persons on a similar account because if they

are following that special account, it means that they are interested in what  they

sell   and  as  a  result,  they  might  as  well  be  interested  in  the  products  of  the

company I  was  looking after.  Afterwards,  we get  followed back  by some of  the

people we have followed. 

A few rules had to be respected, like uploading good quality pictures, adding a

few relevant hashtags in the comments section that are related to the theme of the

photo, and tagging people that are in the picture. 

One of the most important tasks was to follow and unfollow people on each of

the Twitter accounts I was looking after. We promise our customers to make their

accounts grow and their followers numbers increase so there's a special way to do

it. Every day, after reporting the followers and following figures, Oshi put whether

an amount of people to follow or to unfollow. It first depended if the account was

4 Instagram is a mobile application where you can post pictures and short videos that you share 
with your subscribers
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following  more  people  than  it  had  followers.  For  instance,  if  the  account  was

following 2000 accounts and had only 1200 followers, we had to unfollow people so

that we were not following too much because the final  goal is to have loads of

followers but not to be following too much people. The website I used to unfollow

people was Manageflitter because it is much more quicker than unfollowing directly

on the Twitter account.

Another task I had to do, not everyday but quite often, was to look for events

going  on  in  London,  not  only  concerts  or  shows  but  also  exhibitions,  festivals,

cultural events etc. After having found a few events, I had to show them to Oshi and

if all of them were okay, I had to put them on line on the Guestlist website in the

“events” category. 

When I had to create a competition, there was a special system to do it, I first

had to organise the  prize, then write a question or a statement (no longer than 50

words), get a great product picture, big enough to be printed in the newspaper and

finally write the article. In order to write a good article, the title had to be exciting.

If I was writing a competition for an event, I had to make sure to include the date of

the  event  in  the  title  and  include  the  link  to  the  event  on  the  website  in  the

description. For the question, I had to make it as simple as possible to encourage

entrants.  If  the  competition  was  for  a  client,  it  was  important  to  check  the

information  for  or  question  or  ask  the  sales  person  what  it  should  be.  If  a

competition had been requested for an event on our website, I either had to follow

the instructions in the email or make up something simple. 

Quite often, during the day I  had to look for flyers that could be put in the

newspaper, about a special event like a party or a concert, etc. After having found a

few ones, I had to show them to Oshi and he told me if they were worth it or no,

and if I could select them for the paper. 
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Some extra tasks had to be done once a week or every two weeks like updating

the engagement report. Every account that we are looking after has a report where

we basically update the information about the growth of the account, the evolution

of the campaign, we also have to do screen shots of the different interactions on

their Twitter accounts (Appendix 4). We send these reports to our customers every

month so that they can check the work we do for their social accounts. 

Once, I  went to meet a customer with another employee from Guestlist,  we

often do this in order to keep a good relationship with our clients and to make sure

they are satisfied with our work. During these meetings, we tell them about the

evolution of their accounts, what we could do to make it grow even more. We also

ask them if they want to launch a competition or if there is something special they

want  us  to  do.  Before  leaving  the  office,  I  had  to  check  once  again  all  of  my

accounts, see if all the posts and tweets I had scheduled were posted.

I obviously had deadlines to respect, all the messages for Facebook and Twitter

should be completed by the 25th of every month because the customers have to

give their agreement before we can schedule it. 

3. Conclusion

For  every  task  I  had  to  do,  I  tried  to  do the  best  I  could  because  I  wasn't

obviously used to do such things before this internship. I took advantage on the

skills and abilities I have acquired during the three years of my LEA studies, and I

have to admit that it helped me quite a lot. Gradually, I  was feeling much more

confident  in  my  work  and  tried  to  take  some  initiatives.  I  have  done  really

interested things and I have also learnt a lot and it is a big satisfaction.

Some  tasks  were  sometimes  quite  repetitive,  like  following  and  unfollowing

people everyday on Twitter accounts, but as weeks were passing by, I could see the
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result and I knew that I was the one that had contributed to the evolution of these

accounts and I felt satisfied. The task that I enjoyed doing the most was looking for

events or creating competitions and post it on the website. I also really liked writing

articles or reviews because you can use your imagination and it is a very personal

work. I also really appreciated meeting one of our customers because they tell us

what they think of our work and it is really nice to hear them saying they appreciate

your work. 

Part II. Problematic

How to  become the  number  one  multimedia  platform and to  get

noticed?

A. Background 

Being a multimedia platform means that you have to master different things,

like social networks, newspaper, video editing, events management, etc. Nowadays,

social networks have took a very big place in the society and are even more and

more replacing real life. A social network is an online service, platform, or site that

focuses  on facilitating  the building  of  social  networks  or  social  relations  among

people  who,  for  example,  share  interests,  activities,  backgrounds,  or  real-life

connections. 

A  social  network  service  consists  of  a  representation  of  each  user  (often  a

profile),  his/her  social  links,  and  a  variety  of  additional  services.  Most  social

network services are web-based and provide means for users to interact over the

Internet. 
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Lots  of  companies  now  use  social  networks  to  promote  themselves  and  to

permit customers to be aware of what's happening within the company, what's new

and even to interact with the organisation. English companies are much more used

to social networking especially on Twitter because this social network was first used

by English people. 

In relation to what I just said before concerning the fact that starting a social

media company is really tough, breaking into a new market is yet a good way to

grow a business no matter the size of the company. Guestlist was created in 2009

and its founder, Oshi Okomilo started from nothing. From there, he had to create

his own network, starting with people he knew and by doing a lot of advertising and

by showing people exactly what he could bring to their company. 

Besides  social  networks  management,  they  are  also  working  on  a  monthly

newspaper that is intended for young people, and this requires a lot of hard work

because  Guestlist  is  obviously  not  the  only  multimedia  platform  that  holds  a

newspaper and the competition is extremely tough. 

Eventually, I would say that to be successful and to be rewarded, you have to

persevere to reach the final goal, even though the competition is harsh and can

sometimes bring you down, I believe that determination is the key to success.

B. Issues the company has to face

Competition is one of the biggest obstacles a growing company has to face.

Competition will  always  be present,  from the very first  moment you start  your

company, and even when your company is very well-known and has already proved

itself, you never know what can happen. That's why giving the best of yourself from

the very start is really important, make sure you do everything properly will help

the company to face potential rivals. 
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In order to be the best in your core business, you have to provide great services

that customers are going to enjoy, because if they do like it, they will obviously talk

about it and that's how a network becomes wider, and that's thus how a company

gets known. But being the best is not only about providing good services, even

though it's an important point. 

Another  issue  Guestlist  might  have  to  face  is  the  lack  of  experience.  The

problem is that the company tries to specialise itself in lots of different sectors and

services  even  though  they  are  all  related  to  each  other,  it  is  not  easy  to  be

competent in every sector, plus Guestlist hires lots of interns and the majority of

them have not graduated yet. Of course, it is a great way for students or people

looking for a job to get experience in that area but, talking as an intern, we do not

have all  the  tools  necessary to make the company grow as  we expect to.   The

company exists since 2009 and it is not earning enough money yet to hire all of the

interns they have. There are only 4 full-time employees that all have a different job.

Knowing  that  more  than  half  of  the  interns  at  Guestlist  are  not  English  native

people,  they  don't  speak  a  perfect  English  because  the  goal  of  doing  a  work

placement abroad is to get better and to improve your level.  When it  comes to

writing posts, tweets, articles, emails to customers, during the first weeks someone

has  to  check  your  work  before  you  can  put  it  on  line  or  send  it  because  the

company does not want to get in trouble because someone has made a mistake

that could have been avoided. However, one of the company's main objectives is to

train their interns to be the best and to get a huge amount of experience that could

be really useful for the future. 

Another problem that could affect Guestlist is the fact that, in my opinion, the

advertising and communication for the company are not sufficient. Despite the fact

that they do a great work to promote their customers' accounts and companies, the

promotional  work  for  Guestlist  itself  is  not  as  sustained  as  the  one  for  the

customers. The company is not very known in London yet, because they stay in the

“background”.
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They do a lot of advertising for parties, events, companies, artists and so on,

and because they spend so much time taking care of this, the company operates

behind the scenes, and I think that it's part of the reason why it is not very known

as of today.  They hold a monthly newspaper that a few interns hand out in the

streets of London but it is not sponsored enough. Of course, doing advertising for a

company costs a lot of money, you have to invest a lot and to be sure that it's going

to bring something positive for the growth and the well-being of the company, but I

think it could be a great way for Guestlist to be renowned because young people

are looking for such companies that are dedicated to making people's lives nicer. 

And finally, the crisis is the main issue if I can say. It can sound really common

but this is one of the factors that can sometimes prevent a company from growing.

The crisis  that lasts from several  years still  affects businesses,  whether they are

growing  or  have  already  a  suitable  position.  The  company  receives  most  of  its

income with the customers that pay us for taking care of their social accounts. I

believe we do a good work because we get more and more customers and the

majority  of  them are satisfied of  our  services because they usually  renew their

contract. Yet, we could get much more customers if they were not affected by the

crisis and if they could spend money for their advertising and communication, they

sometimes prefer to do it on their own but they are not specialised in it so they

probably don't get the same results than if they had entrusted their social accounts

to a company like Guestlist. 

Nevertheless, the company has managed to go through the crisis and strives to

make steps towards the big vision, the ultimate goal of being a multi-national media

enterprise,  synonymous with music,  fun and available everywhere. Guestlist  has

found a gap in the market and after almost three years of groundwork, boasts a

fantastic product, great Facebook and Twitter following and is starting to buzz.  
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C. Solutions to success

1. A nice looking website

One of Guestlist's most important work tools is their website. People like to visit

a website that is easy to use and very interactive. Creating a website and content

for  it  requires  a  lot  of  hard  work  but  it  is  an  important  step  when creating  a

company.  It  is  also  a  great  way  to  disclose  a  new company and to  promote  it

because nowadays lot of people have access to the Internet, they can visit it from

their  place  and  learn  more  about  the  company.  As  an  events  management

company, Guestlist is into music and events going on in London and thus, a big part

of the website content is devoted to events listings and music reviews. As of today,

hundreds of reviews and thousands of events listings are online on the website. In

addition to the music reviews that are put online, writers and journalists working

for Guestlist also post articles about fashion, travel, technology, films, news, etc.

The objective is to make the website really attractive so that people find it nice to

read articles and to look for events.  Having their business online will  potentially

allow Guestlist to gain even more customers and to expand its network. Having a

well designed, nice looking and easy to use website is really important because it

reflects  the  work  the  company  does,  if  it  looks  very  thorough  and  elaborated,

people will  have a very good first impression of the website, whether they just

consult it to read articles or reviews, are looking for a nice party in town or are

interested in the social media package for their own company. Plus, knowing that

Guestlist is a multimedia platform, their website must be more than acceptable,

and it is the case. Through the years, the website has evolved a lot and is now really

good-looking, its content is huge and very diverse. People working for the website

are most of the time students or professionals in design or website creation so it is

a truly professional work. The website is also available on mobile devices, and this is

an important thing because more and more people own smartphones and consult

web pages directly from their phones.
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2. Looking beyond the professional sector

Guestlist provides a real professional work but is also and most of all about fun

and positivity. The company does not only work on updating social media accounts

and its website, creating a newspaper, etc. As I already mentioned, Guestlist has

printed two newspapers, one in Barcelona and another one in Miami. The company

is willing to make its interns happy and to make them enjoy every  moment, that's

why a few years ago, Oshi decided to take a few interns with him and to travel to

Miami to have a vacation and just enjoy. Of course, they took advantage on this

journey to print a newspaper over there to make people discover Guestlist. They

interviewed people in the street and were just trying to spread positive vibes. It is

an extremely rewarding experience, even though I did not have the opportunity to

go somewhere, I think it is a great thing. 

Guestlist also wants to do funny things to make people win free entries for their

favourite nightclub of for a concert. During the month of February, I went with a

few more interns in the streets of London, we basically had to make someone win

two free tickets for a special party in one of London's biggest nightclubs. We first

thought about what we were going to make people do to win the tickets, so we

went to buy a bottle of ketchup and garlic. If someone wanted to win those two

free tickets, they had to drink the full bottle of ketchup at once, or eat an entire

garlic clove. A man in the street accepted to do it and took up the challenge. Video

interns were also here to film the whole challenge and to then put it up on the

Youtube channel. Later on, I contacted the man that had won the challenge to offer

him the two tickets. I think that by doing this kind of things, we make someone

happy and it  is  always a nice feeling.  And this is  just  one example because the

company has done many challenges like this one and they've always had a huge

success.

Before  2014,  Guestlist  was  managing  a  party  every  Sunday  night  called  the
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“Jamais Vu Party”, they basically organised it in its own premises. Unfortunately, it

has been stopped in January 2014, when I  arrived in the company but they are

willing to make it happen again, and to even organise something much bigger. In

addition to all the competitions that we organise on the website, we do a lot of free

stuff for our customers and even random people, it is a way to create a sort of

customer loyalty and to show people that don't know us that we are ready to do a

lot for them. Guestlist can thus be seen as a really serious and reliable company but

also as a very attractive one because they know how to reconcile work and fun.

3. More advertising and communication work

Guestlist is still a quite recent company because it has been created in 2009, but

until everything has all been done, it took a few years so we can say that it is just

starting  to  buzz.  Developing  and  making  a  company  grow  requires  a  lot  of

motivation and most  of  all,  an  important  communication work.  I  can't  say that

Guestlist is an expert at communication even though they start to have more and

more customers. Concerning its newspaper, it is a free one so people don't have to

ask themselves if they should pay for it or not. Guestlist's newspaper is distributed

in London, in the street, tube stations, universities, crowded areas etc, but people

don't necessarily know about this newspaper so sometimes they don't even take it

away.  In my opinion, if the newspaper was displayed in supermarkets or where

people often buy books, or in libraries, they would be more likely to take a look at it

knowing that's it's free. Nonetheless, this newspaper is mostly dedicated to young

people aged between 18 and 35 so the target is already well-defined and a person

that is more than 50 years old won't take the newspaper into consideration because

the majority of older people won't probably be interested in the subjects the paper

offers. Turning now to what I said earlier about the advertising and communication

work, the company should invest money for the advertising of its newspaper and of

its services for social  media accounts. Having a spot in a big London newspaper

could give the company a boost and make its revenues grow as well. 
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4. Determination and hard work 

We can't miss out on this subject because this is the “key” to succeed and not to

go bankrupt. Guestlist is a very promising company that can get very far. Every two

weeks  or  so,  Oshi  used  to  gather  all  of  the  interns  that  were  currently  in  the

company and made a speech about his goals, objectives, and dreams. He shared

with us his own experience and how he managed to get where he is today and to

make  this  company exist.  He also  asked everyone of  us  what  we  were  looking

forward in life, what achievements we were proud of and what we were ready to do

to succeed in life. When he started, he was on his own and he reminded us that it's

been really tough to get until what the company has become today. He wanted us

to bear that in mind in order to motivate us so that we give the best of ourselves in

everything we do. If you like what you do, you won't find it hard to work until the

whole job is done, and even more. The people working for Guestlist are passionate

and love what they do, and to me, it is the crux of the matter. With hard work and

determination, you can get almost everything you want, but it also requires time

and a lot of patience. Guestlist has many projects, is full of ambitious people willing

to succeed and sees everything in big. Having goals and a lot of ambition allows a

company to evolve whilst having the necessary resources to do so. 

D.  Conclusion 

During these three months, I've contributed to the growth of this company and I

have noticed that no matter how good is the work you do, no matter how reliable

are the services you offer, if you don't promote what you do, the company is not

going to evolve. Competition has always existed and will always exist in the business

world, and to make your company grow, motivation and hard work are undeniably

the best solutions. 
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Part III. General assessment

A. How LEA has prepared me for this internship 

Studying  Applied  Modern  Languages  has  helped  me  a  lot  throughout  my

internship, most of the time I've had recourse to what I have been studying and it

all starts with the language. I have decided to go to London and I really wanted to

perfect my level, speaking English everyday and having to handle things on my own

in a language that is not my native one is the best way to get better.

I  already  knew  a  bit  about  the  field  I  was  working  in  because  I'm  really

interested in social networks and how online marketing works so I was not totally

lost at the beginning, but I only had theoretical notions, I had never applied this in

real life.

Having learnt how to write a good cover letter and resume in English classes

was really  useful  when it  came to write  a  cover  letter  that  would highlight  my

motivations and a resume that shows off my past experiences. During the second

year, we have also been assessed on a Skype interview that we made with our

teacher and it was a great way to get ready for the different interviews we would

have to undertake, and it really helped me to control my stress and to feel more

confident. 

Translation and laboratory classes have also helped me for instance when I had

to write loads of messages for Twitter and Facebook in a row, I had to think as an

English-speaking person because the audience is obviously English so I had to think

about my sentences construction and try not to make mistakes. 
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Working as  a  social  media marketing intern requires  a  certain  knowledge in

marketing and how social networks function, what's the point of doing marketing

online, and having studied that at university was helpful, but doing marketing in

real life, not just learning the techniques is completely different and much more

pleasant. I've also acquired a better knowledge in this field thanks to this internship

and it is much more meaningful because I've learnt how to apply everything I know

in a concrete situation. 

Eventually, I would say that LEA is a springboard for such an internship because

I've  learnt  different  notions  and  concepts  during  a  few  years  and  I  had  the

opportunity to apply them in the business world. I also became more self-sufficient,

much more open-minded and I obviously now have a much better level in English. 

B. My opinion on Guestlist 

Arriving in a company that you don't  know and when you don't  have much

experience can be a bit frightening at first, but this feeling quickly disappears when

you work  with people  that  are  passionate  about  what  they  do and that  throw

themselves a lot into their work. I am delighted that I had the chance to work with

such enthusiastic and talented people that are willing to make their business take a

new turn. They always give the best of themselves and are ready to do a lot for

their customers. As I said earlier, I  think it is a company promised to a very nice

future because more and more multimedia platforms are seeing the light of day

and  social  networking  is  becoming  extremely  important  nowadays,  and  besides

that, promoting events in a city such as London is always a good idea.  

Nevertheless,  a  few  things  should  be  improved  for  the  well-being  of  the

company and to  enable  its  growth.  As  I  mentioned earlier,  communication  and

advertising can't be left out otherwise the company will stay in the shade and don't

get the success it deserves. 
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The  fact  that  it  is  a  company  with  a  diversity  of  activities  can  only  bring

positivity  to it  because if  one of  the sectors is  not  going so well,  they can still

improve another sector, make it more important and devote more time to it. 

Generally speaking, working in such a company would be really enjoyable and

interesting because you get to do varied tasks and it's different depending which

customer you are working for. To expand their business even more, they could try

to promote the company abroad even if they already have some customers in the

United States, conquering new countries could be an open door to a huge success,

if they don't manage to get the audience they expect to in the United Kingdom. 

C. Effects on my future plans

Before starting this internship, I was already really interested in marketing and I

knew I wanted to pursue my studies in this area but what I knew about marketing

was only theoretical, I've never had the opportunity to put my skills into practice in

the past. This work placement was then a great chance because it is something that

I've chosen, and it confirmed what I thought about my future studies. I didn't know

exactly and I'm still not sure what kind of job I would like to do later but one thing is

sure, is that I want to carry on in this area because I'm really passionate about it.

Spending three months doing a job that I enjoyed gave me a lot of motivation and

insights on how it is to work as a social media and marketing employee. I've learnt

lot of things that will only help me for my future projects. I also have much more

vocabulary in a specific field and it is always a good thing because in order to be

fluent in English as I am in my mother tongue, I have to master a lot of different

lexical fields. Speaking English in the everyday life outside of work has also helped

me a lot  to improve my speaking and understanding even though my level  was

quite good when I started my internship, it is always a bonus. 
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As I want and I am convinced that pursuing my studies in the marketing sector

will  suit  me,  I'm  going  to  enter  a  master  in  international  management  and

marketing that comes after the LEA degree. Having the opportunity to undertake an

internship in the sector that interests me the most is a big chance and I am totally

aware  of  this  and  it  is  also  really  good  for  my  professional  future  because  an

employer is more likely to hire a person that has worked and lived abroad, and that

has  experience.  Working  in  the  social  media  could  be  really  interesting,  and

furthermore, it is becoming much more common than it was before. Nevertheless, I

want to have more knowledge and abilities, that's why I want to pursue my studies

in  this  area  to  be  able  to  carry  out  other  internships  and  have  much  more

experience. 

I  emerge greater from this  internship which was a unique experience to get

dived  in  a  job  that  I  really  wanted to  discover.  I  now feel  more  confident  and

determined, and I can say that I've found my way, which is becoming quite difficult

these days  because there  are  so many opportunities  that  you don't  necessarily

know what you really want to do. Doing an internship can totally change or confirm

your point of view on something, validate your decision and make you realise what

you really want to do. 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire I have sent to Guestlist after the Skype interview 

Dates applying for : from January 13th 2014 to April or May (3/4 months)

Selection you are applying for: Marketing / Social media

Level of English : (select one level for each ability)
Speaking :Good
Reading : Perfect
Understanding : Good
Writing : Good

Do you have your own laptop? If yes, is it a PC or a Mac?
I do have my own PC.

We open at 9 and leave at midnight every day, how late will you stay?
I will stay as late as necessary, if I have something to do or if I have to help out, I
don't mind staying late if I do something that I like.

How did you hear about Guestlist?
I was looking for companies that organized events, and that were into marketing
and public relations in order to do my internship.

What could you bring to Guestlist?
As I'm passionate about  music  and because I'm from another country,  I  have a
different culture and I guess different points of view, thus I could bring new ideas to
appeal people. Also, I  could put into practice all  of  the bases that I've acquired
during the three years of my bachelor's degree, especially the ones that I have in
communication, marketing and languages. Plus, this would be a great way for me to
practise my English because this is not my mother tongue.

Find an event going on in London, Barcelona or Miami, over the next 30 days for
every  genre of  music  on our website using Google.  Create an account  on our
website and UPLOAD all of them to OUR website. Send us the links.
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/mary-janes-bar/event/11198/late-night-special/
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/rose/event/11199/fuck-the-weekend-we-party-
on-monday/
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http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/aura/event/11200/iclublondon-guest-list-party/
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/warehouse-ldn/event/11201/connected-with-
krankbrother/
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/the-garage/event/11202/petulant-penguin-girls-
that-scream/
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/the-underworld/event/11203/club-silver-at-the-
underworld/
http://guestlist.net/london/clubs/ritzy/event/11204/catch-a-fire/

Pick your favorite artist/band/DJ and write a short review about his/her/their
latest album.
My  favourite  artist  at  the  moment  is  Bakermat,  who's  a  Dutch  DJ  and  music
producer. Though he didn't release any album yet, he has released several singles,
“Vandaag” and “Zomer” are my favourite ones. His music mixes electronic, house,
as well as techno and I really love how he puts it together and also adds saxophone
that gives a jazzy side to the music. This is not the kind of music I would listen to
usually, but I have to admit that I'm totally fond of this music now. His music is
very lively and relaxing at the same time.

Every  day  we  upload  a  “Picture  of  the  Moment”  on  our  website.  Find  a
funny/interesting picture and write a short comment under it.

I found this picture, and I think this is really awesome, who wouldn't enjoy sitting
there and admire the landscape? And the fact that this is kind of risky and not usual
makes the thing even more exciting! (knowing that this guy is 350 feet up the side
of a cliff)
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Write 100 words about what you love about life.
The first thing I'd say is that I love enjoying moments that I know won't happen
twice, live these moments to fullest so that I don't have any regrets. I love hanging
out with people, with friends especially. I always need to be surrounded by people.
Music is also a big part of my life, I can't spend a whole day without listening to
music. I love meeting new people and when I find out that we have common points,
it makes me even more happy. I  also love everything about fashion, having fun,
partying, travelling, just enjoying life.

If you were running this company, what would you do with it? What areas would 
you develop?
I would try to make this company even more bigger, it could only bring great assets 
to the company. As I'm very interested in the international field, I would try to 
expand the company worldwide and thus to make even more people happy thanks 
to our services.

Write  four  tweets  for  an  Italian  restaurant.  Imagine  you  were  running  the
restaurant  and  write  out  four  examples  of  messages  you  would  send  out  on
Twitter.
- “Want to feel like you're travelling to Italy without even leaving London? Come
and see us, you won't be disappointed!”
- “We have specially hired Italian cooks just for you and your taste buds!”
- “50% off every Thursday evening, don't miss that!”
- “New Italian dishes tasting this evening! The 10 first to RT this tweet will get a free
admission!”
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Appendix 2:  Event preview I have put online on the website
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Appendix 3: Article I have written for the website about new earphones
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Appendix 4: Engagement report of the account @Bitmoreuk
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Appendix 5: Evolution between an old issue of the Guestlist newspaper and a recent one
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Appendix 6: Updated Follow/Unfollow spreadsheet 
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Appendix 7: Example of a competition on the website
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Appendix 8: Assessment sheet
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